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We show that the values of the CarlitzGoss Gamma function for Fq[X] are
transcendental over Fq(X) for all arguments which are rational and not in N. We
also show the transcendence of monomials built on the values of the CarlitzGoss
Gamma function. This generalizes previous partial results due to Thakur, Thiery,
Yu, and Denis. Our proof uses derivation of formal power series and the theorem
of Christol, Kamae, Mende s France, and Rauzy.  1996 Academic Press, Inc.
INTRODUCTION
The CarlitzGoss Gamma function has been introduced by Goss to
interpolate the factorial function proposed by Carlitz for the ring of poly-
nomials with coefficients in a finite field. More precisely, (for more details
see [9] and [15] ), the Gamma function is defined as follows (see [15]).
Let Fq be the finite field with q elements, and let p be its characteristic.
For any integer n # N, let
[n]=Qqn&X, D0=1, Dj= `
j
k=1
[k]q j&k= `
j&1
i=0
(Xq j&X qi).
Now if n=i=0 niq
i, with 0niq&1, is an element of Zp , one
defines, (sticking to the notations of [16]),
n!= `

i=0 \
Di
Xdeg Di+
ni
.
Hence n! is an element of Fq((X&1)).
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It has been proved that the values of this Gamma function are trans-
cendental (over the field Fq(X)) for the following rational values of the
argument.
Thakur proved (see [14]) that the values of the Gamma function
at strictly negative integers are transcendental. Of course the values of
the Gamma function at positive integers are rational (i.e., rational func-
tions).
Thakur proved (see [13], see also [14] and [15]) that (&12)! (if
p{2) and (a(1&q))! (for 0<a<q) are transcendental by relating these
values to the formal power series 6=>j=1 (1&(X
q j&X)(Xq j+1&X)),
introduced by Carlitz.
Yu [18] and Thiery [17] proved (by different methods) that
(1(1&q2))! is transcendental.
Recently Thakur proved in [16] that r! is transcendental, if r is in Zp
and congruent modulo Z to a proper fraction, which, once written
c(1&q+), with 0<c<q+&1 and c=+&1l=0 :lq
l , has the property that
there exists h # [0, +&1], such that +  :l&hq
l<q+&1, where by defini-
tion :l&h=:k , with k # [0, +&1] and k#l&h mod +.
Very recently Denis [8] showed that n! is irrational for every
n # (Q & Zp)"N if q>3.
de Mathan (private communication) obtained a proof of Thakur’s
result [16] using the criterion in [11].
We will prove here that the value n! is transcendental (over Fq(X)) for
every n # (Q & Zp)"N and for every q. The method can be considered as
‘‘elementary’’: it uses the theorem of Christol, Kamae, Mende s France and
Rauzy [5]. This method has already been used for Carlitz functions by the
author [1], by Berthe [3] and [4], by Recher [12], by Denis [6], and by
Thakur [16]. It has also been used by Koskas [10] to give an automata-
proof of de Mathan’s diophantine criterion [11]. A second ingredient is the
derivation of formal Laurent power series; this has already been used by
Denis in [6] and [7], (it is well known that the derivative of an algebraic
formal power series is also algebraic).
I. THE MAIN THEOREM
Theorem. Let n be an element of (Q & Zp)"N, then n! is transcendental.
Our proof will make use of the theorem of Christol, Kamae, Mende s
France and Rauzy, and more precisely of a consequence of it:
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Proposition 1. Let n0 un X&n be a formal power series belonging to
Fq[[X&1]] which is algebraic over the field Fq(X). Then the sequence
k  uqk&1 is ultimately periodic.
Proof of Proposition 1. From the theorem of Christol, Kamae, Mende s
France and Rauzy one knows that the formal power series n0 un X&n is
algebraic over the field Fq(X) if and only if its q-kernel Nq(u) is finite,
where Nq(u) is the set of subsequences of the sequence u defined by
Nq(u)=[n  uqkn+j , k0, 0 jqk&1].
In particular there exist only finitely many sequences of the form
n  uqkn+qk&1. Hence there exist two nonzero integers k and T such that
\n # N, uqk(n+1)&1=uq k+T (n+1)&1 .
Taking now n=0, n=q&1, n=q2&1, ..., n=qi&1, ..., ends the proof of
the proposition.
Remark. This proposition is well-known and a more ‘‘natural’’ proof
comes immediately from the automata point of view in the Christol,
Kamae, Mende s France and Rauzy theorem.
II. ONE PROPOSITION AND FOUR LEMMAS
We shall here prove a proposition and four lemmas inspired by an idea
which has already permitted us to give a proof via automata of the trans-
cendence of the ‘‘bracket series’’, (see [1] ). This idea also permits to give
a second proof by automata of the transcendence of the formal power
series 6: a proof by automata has been given in [1] and a remark of Denis
[6] and [7] that 6$6 is essentially the bracket series gives another proof
by automata (see [2]). Other uses of derivatives in such situations can be
found in the papers of Denis (see for example [6] and [7]).
Proposition 2. Let n # Zp and write n=i0 niqi with 0niq&1. If
n! is algebraic (over Fq(X)), then the sequence
m  :
i | m
ni
is ultimately periodic modulo p.
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Proof. Let n # Zp , and write n=n0 ni qi with 0niq&1. One has:
n!=>i0 (DiXdeg Di)ni. Hence, noticing that the degree of Di is equal to iqi
and taking the logarithmic derivative, one obtains
n!$
n!
= :
i0
ni \D$iDi&
iqi
X + .
Of course the integers which appear have to be taken modulo p. Hence this
sum reduces to
n!$
n!
= :
i0
ni
D$i
Di
.
Now one has Di=>i&1j=0 (X
q i&Xq j); hence
D$i
Di
= :
i&1
j=0
(Xqi&X q j)$
Xq i&Xq j
=&
1
Xqi&X
, if i1.
Of course D$0 D0=0. Finally one obtains
n!$
n!
=& :

i=1
ni
Xq i&X
.
Again the ni ’s have to be taken modulo p. Now expanding, we have
n!$
n!
=& :

i=1
ni
Xqi \1&\
1
X+
qi&1
+
&1
=& :
i1
ni
Xqi
:
k0 \
1
X+
k(qi&1)
=&
1
X
:
i, k1
ni \1X+
k(qi&1)
.
Hence
&X
n!$
n!
= :
i, k1
ni \ 1X+
k(qi&1)
= :
m1
c(m) \1X+
m
,
where
c(m)= :
k(qi&1)=m
i, k1
ni= :
q i&1 | m
i1
ni .
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Remembering that qi&1 divides qm&1 if and only if i divides m, one
obtains
c(qm&1)= :
i | m
i>1
ni .
Now if n! is algebraic over Fq(X), then n!$ is also algebraic, hence
&X(n!$n!) is algebraic. This implies from Proposition 1 above that the
sequence (c(qm&1))m is ultimately periodic modulo p.
Lemma 1. Let (ni) be a sequence of elements of N such that
_U1, \* # N*, n1+*U {0 mod p,
then:
(i) the sequence m  i | m ni is not ultimately periodic modulo p;
(ii) \a1 the sequence m  i | am+1 ni is not ultimately periodic
modulo p.
Proof. It suffices to show the second claim, namely with a=1 one
obtains that m  i | m+1 ni is not ultimately periodic modulo p, which is
equivalent to the first claim.
Let d(m)=i | am+1 ni . Following [1], suppose
_T1, _m0 , \mm0 , \k # N, d(m)=d(m+kT ) mod p.
As for j integer the number jU(am+1) is still an integer (U being
defined in the hypothesis of our lemma), this implies: d(m)=d(m+
jUT(am+1)), i.e.,
_T1, _m0 , \mm0 , \j1,
:
i | am+1
ni= :
i | am+a( jU(am+1)) T+1
ni mod p,
i.e.,
:
i | am+1
ni= :
i | (am+1)(1+ajUT )
ni mod p. (V)
Now there exist infinitely many prime numbers in the arithmetic progression
1+ajUT, let :=ajUT be a prime number with jUTm0 and let m=jUT.
One has :=1+ajUT=am+1m0 ; hence from (V)
n1+n:=n1+n:+n:2 mod p.
Hence n:2=0 mod p. But :2=1+U(a2j 2UT 2+2ajT ) and we obtain a
contradiction with the condition n1+*U {0 mod p.
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Note. The first part of this lemma has been also noticed by L. Denis
and by D. Thakur who both proved independently that if (ni) is a sequence
of elements of N such that
_U1, \* # N*, n1+*U {0 mod p,
then n! is transcendental.
Lemma 2. Let (ni) be a purely periodic sequence of elements of N, with
period U1. If the sequence c defined by
c(m)= :
i | m
ni
is ultimately periodic modulo p, then, \r # [1, U&1] with gcd (r, U)=1, one
has nr=0 mod p.
Proof. Let r # [1, U&1] with gcd(r, U)=1 and suppose that
_T1, _m0 , \mm0 , \k0, c(m)=c(m+kT ) mod p.
Take k=jmU, with j1; hence
_T1, _m0 , \mm0 , \j1, c(m)=c(m(1+jUT )) mod p;
in other words,
:
i | m
ni= :
i | m(1+jUT )
ni . (VV)
Choose 1+jUT=: primem0 and m prime of the form *U+r different
from : and m0 , (this is possible as r and U are coprime). The relation
(VV) gives:
n1+nm=n1+nm+n:+nm: mod p.
But n:=0 mod p from Lemma 1(i) (:#1 mod U), hence nm:=0 mod p. As
m:#r mod U he result is proved.
Lemma 3. Let (ni) be a purely periodic sequence of elements of N, with
period U1. If for some r # [1, U&1] with gcd(U, r)=1 the sequence g
defined by
g(m)= :
i | Um+r
ni
is ultimately periodic modulo p and if n1=0 mod p, then nr=0 mod p.
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Proof. The hypothesis is written
_T1, _m0 , \mm0 , \k0, g(m)=g(m+kT ) mod p.
Taking k=j(Um+r) for j1 integer gives g(m)=g(m+jT(Um+r)), i.e.,
:
i | Um+r
ni= :
i | Um+UjT(Um+r)+r
ni= :
i | (Um+r)(1+jUT )
ni .
Take j such that 1+jUT=: is a prime number m0 and m such that
Um+r=; is a prime number m0 and different from :, (remember U and
r are coprime). Then the above congruence implies
n1+n;=n1+n;+n:+n:; mod p.
But n:=0 mod p (as :#1 mod U and n1=0 mod p), hence: n:;=0 mod p.
As :;#r mod U, our lemma is proved.
III. PROOF OF THE MAIN THEOREM
We are now ready for the following proposition:
Proposition 3. Let (ni) be a purely periodic sequence of elements of N,
with period U1. If the sequence c defined by
c(m)= :
i | m
ni
is ultimately periodic modulo p, then, \j one has nj=0 mod p.
Proof. For an integer l=> paii define 0(l)= ai to be the total
number of its prime factors (with multiplicity). We will prove by finite
induction on 0(gcd(U, j)) that for all j # [1, U] one has nj=0 mod p,
which is the claim of the above proposition.
If 0(gcd(U, j ))=0, then gcd(U, j )=1 and we can apply Lemma 2,
hence nj=0 mod p.
Now suppose that one has nj=0 for any j # [1, U] with
0(gcd(U, j))t and let j # [1, U] such that 0(gcd(U, j))=t+1. Let
$=gcd(U, j) (hence 0($)=t+1), we will first prove that n$=0 mod p,
then prove that nj=0 mod p.
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As the sequence c is ultimately periodic modulo p, so is the sequence
m  c(Um+$). But
c(Um+$)= :
i | Um+$
ni= :
0(gcd (i, U))t+1
i | Um+$
ni mod p
from the induction hypothesis. Now if i | Um+$, then gcd(i, U) | $, and as
we have 0(gcd(i, U))t+1=0($) this implies that gcd(i, U)=$. Hence
c(Um+$)= :
gcd(i, U)=$
i | Um+$
ni= :
gcd(k, U$)=1
k | (U$) m+1
nk$ mod p.
But the condition k | (U$) m+1 implies that gcd(k, U$)=1; hence
c(Um+$)= :
k | (U$) m+1
nk$= :
k | (U$) m+1
n~ k mod p,
where n~ k=nk$ is a purely periodic sequence of integers with period U$.
Lemma 1(ii) then gives n~ 1=0 mod p, hence n$=0 mod p.
Now the sequence m  c(Um+j) is also ultimately periodic modulo
p, and as previously
c(Um+j)= :
i | Um+j
ni= :
0(gcd(i, U))t+1
i | Um+j
ni mod p.
But if i | Um+j, then gcd(i, U) | gcd( j, U)=$ and as 0(gcd(i, U))
t+1=0($), this implies for such an i that gcd(i, U)=$. Hence
c(Um+j)= :
gcd(i, U)=$
i | Um+j
ni= :
gcd(k, U$)=1
k | (U$)+j$
nk$ mod p.
Now, as gcd(U$, j$)=1, the condition k | (U$) m+j$ implies that
gcd(k, U$)=1. Hence
c(Um+j)= :
k | (U$) m+j$
n~ k ,
where n~ k=nk$ is a purely periodic sequence of integers with period U$.
We now apply Lemma 3, as n~ 1=n$=0 mod p from what precedes, and we
obtain n~ j$=0 mod p, i.e., nj=0 mod p and the proposition is proved.
Our main theorem can now be proved easily:
Proof of the main theorem. Let n be an element of (Q & Zp)"N. Let
n=i0 niqi, with 0niq&1. Suppose that n! is algebraic. The
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sequence (ni) i is ultimately periodic. As the property for n! to be algebraic
depends only on n mod Z (see [14]), one can suppose that the sequence
(ni) i is purely periodic, (actually we do not really need to use [14]: we
shall use Proposition 2, in which we only need to suppose that n!$n! is
algebraic and the expression n!$n!= &i1 ni(X q
i
&X) shows that one
can change a finite number of digits of n without loosing the algebraicity
of n!$n!). Now as n is not in N, the ni ’s are not ultimately 0, hence there
exists an integer k such that pk is the greatest power of p which divides all
the ni ’s. Then npk is an element of (Q & Zp)"N and
n!=\`i0 \
Di
X deg Di+
n i pk
+
pk
is algebraic if and only if
`
i0 \
Di
Xdeg Di+
ni p k
is algebraic. By definition of k the ni ’s are not all equal to zero modulo p
and we can apply Proposition 2 to npk and Proposition 3 to the sequence
(nipk) i to obtain the desired contradiction.
Remarks. What precedes gives also results for p-adic irrational argu-
ments. For example Proposition 2 and Lemma 1 i) give an uncountable set
of p-adic numbers x for which x! is transcendental.
D. Thakur pointed out that our results give in fact the transcendence
of all those monomials in Gamma values at fractions which are expected
to be transcendental. More precisely it was proved by Thakur in [14] that
an analogue of Deligne’s result on algebraicity of some monomials holds:
Thakur showed namely that all the algebraicity relations come from trivial
relations on the multiplicative basis (ql(1&q+))!. But, given a nontrivial
monomial in these values and taking p-th powers out if necessary, its
logarithmic derivative is the same as that of the appropriate Gamma value
(since the exponents of the monomials only matter modulo p when we take
the logarithmic derivative). Since we in fact show that such logarithmic
derivatives are transcendental, we obtain the transcendence of the Gamma
monomials. We could even consider monomials in Gamma values and 6
(as 6 or a fractional power of 6 occurs as a Gamma value, see [13, 14 and
15] for q=2 and q>3).
We give here an explicit elementary statement:
Let (*v)v be a finite family of elements of Z. Let n(v)=i0 n (v)i q
i, with
0n (v)i q&1, be p-adic integers. Suppose also that the sequence
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(v *vn (v)i ) i is ultimately periodic (which is the case for example if the n
(v) ’s
are rational ). Then:
if v *vn (v)i =0, for i large enough, then >v (n
(v)!)*v is rational,
if the sequence (v *vn (v)i ) i is not ultimately equal to zero, then
>v (n(v)!)*v is transcendental.
This result is proved as above by noticing that
`
v
(n(v)!)*v=`
v \`i \
Di
Xdeg Di+
ni
(v)
+
*i
(v)
=`
i \
Di
Xdeg Di+
 v * vni
(v)
and that the sequence (v *vn (v)i ) i is bounded (hence the very last argument
in the proof of the main theorem which consisted in taking out the powers
of p still works).
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